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By Derek Vasconi

Derek Vasconi. Paperback. Condition: New. 362 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.8in.The
bastard child of Haruki Murakamis 1Q84 and Stephen Kings CARRIE, KAI explores how one innocent
girl becomes the target of enormous rage living inside another girl-who is seemingly from another
world. Satsuki Takamoto is an invisible otaku teenager in Hiroshima. The only thing she has going
for her is the upcoming birth of her sister. No longer will she be alone. But when her mother has a
gory miscarriage right in front of her, Satsuki loses her one chance at happiness. She spirals into a
deep depression, shutting out everyone and everything by locking herself inside her bedroom-for
good. Her sadness, however, pales in comparison to her uncontrollable anger. It spreads like a
nuclear fire, ambivalent to what or who it destroys, and wont stop until Satsuki accepts her sisters
death. Meanwhile, on the other side of the world in Evanston, Illinois, Seul Bi Rissiello cant sleep
because every time she closes her eyes, she relives her adoptive parents gruesome deaths. Why is
she thinking so much about them now, ten years afterward As she struggles with working at a clinic
for the mentally disturbed, Seul Bi...
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ReviewsReviews

It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- Bailey Lehner-- Bailey Lehner

The best pdf i ever study. We have go through and so i am confident that i will gonna study again once again down the road. You are going to like the way
the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Marcus Hills-- Marcus Hills
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